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ABSTRACT

Simply using an ODS destination to replay PROC CONTENTS output does not provide the user with attractive,
usable metadata. Harness the power of SAS® and ODS output objects to create designer multi-tab metadata
workbooks with the click of a mouse!.

INFORMATION OVERLOAD

SAS procedures can convey an enormous amount of information – sometimes more information than is needed. By
manipulating procedural output and ODS output objects, we can pick and choose just the information we want to see.
We can then harness the power of SAS reporting procedures and ODS to present the information we want to display
accurately and attractively. We wanted to create a metadata Excel® workbook with an index of all data sets
delivered with separate variable level tabs for each data set to accurately describe a monthly data submission to our
client. The challenge was how to accomplish this in a single SAS program without post-editing. This paper and
presentation will demonstrate how we met our challenge.

DISCOVERING ODS OUTPUT OBJECTS

Most SAS procedures generate ODS objects behind the scenes. SAS uses these objects in conjunction with style
templates that have custom “buckets” for certain types of output to produce the output we see in all destinations
(including the SAS listing).

Use the ODS TRACE command to identify ODS output objects. Choose the procedure that you are using, and
“surround” the procedure (including any ODS GRAPHICS calls, etc. you may be using) with ODS TRACE and ODS
TRACE OFF commands.

ODS TRACE ON / LABEL;

ODS RTF FILE='yourfilename.rtf' PATH=ODSout STYLE=styles.journal2;

ODS GRAPHICS ON;

. . . your procedures here . . .

ODS RTF CLOSE;

ODS GRAPHICS OFF;

ODS TRACE OFF;

If you are running interactively, you will see the ODS objects generated in the results window on the left, and can
select, view and save these objects. In some cases, you can manipulate the objects. ODS trace information will be
located in your SAS log. Although the ODS objects can be viewed in the results window, you will not get enough
information about the objects to truly customize your output, so the log is essential for both interactive and batch
users.

If you are running any SG procedures, use the following command before running the procedures.

ODS LISTING SGE=ON;

This creates an editable (using the ODS graphics editor) file which allows you to change titles, background colors,
etc. in your graphs which you can then save.

If you run in batch mode, output from the ODS TRACE command will be included in your log file.
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UTILIZING ODS OUTPUT OBJECTS

We wished to create an Excel workbook with an index tab with basic information about all data sets being delivered
and documented for a given month in a given domain (files to be uploaded to DATA.MEDICARE.GOV), plus tabs for
each data set with selected details on variables. In this case, we will be using the CONTENTS procedure in
conjunction with ODS output objects. PROC CONTENTS does create an output data set (OUT=); however, it does
not contain one desired piece of information, the variables that a data set are sorted by (if any). It also is rectangular,
meaning that many variables on a system level are included on every record. ODS RTF or ODS HTML calls
sandwiched around PROC CONTENTS also yields a lot of unnecessary information and would require a lot of post-
editing. A macro was designed that produces a PROC CONTENTS for each data set, outputs ODS output objects,
manipulates the objects and outputs two temporary data sets (a header line for the index tab, and a variable listing)
for each data set.

ODS TRACE ON / LABEL;

ODS RTF FILE='contents_allfaclevel.rtf' PATH=ODSout STYLE=styles.journal2;

ODS GRAPHICS ON;

PROC CONTENTS DATA=dd.allfaclevel20140201;

RUN;

ODS RTF CLOSE;

ODS GRAPHICS OFF;

ODS TRACE OFF;

EXPLORING ODS OUTPUT OBJECTS CREATED BY PROC CONTENTS

After running the code snippet above we can review our log and identify all the output objects generated by the
contents procedure and their system names. Note that the output objects may vary! For example, PROC
SURVEYFREQ produces different output objects based on whether you are running a one-way table or crosstabs,
and may NOT generate chi-squared statistics if there are any 0 cells in a crosstab. In our case, if a data set is not
sorted, PROC CONTENTS will not generate ODS output objects relating to sorting (SORTEDBY). If you want to
report on sorting, you may need to have conditional processing that will indicated that a dataset is not sorted if there
are no ODS output objects related to sorting.
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We can see that PROC CONTENTS generated many temporary ODS output objects (datasets) that go into the “print”
output: ATTRIBUTES, VARIABLES, SORTEDBY and ENGINEHOST. These datasets are not necessarily on the
same level and in order to create a single data set from the various pieces, more exploration is needed. To save
these temporary files to either work or permanent data sets, use the ODS OUTPUT statement.

ODS OUTPUT ATTRIBUTES=atr VARIABLES=var SORTEDBY=sortedby;

PROC CONTENTS DATA=&inlib..&infi ;

RUN;

ODS OUTPUT CLOSE;

PROC CONTENTS DATA=var VARNUM;

RUN;

PROC PRINT DATA=var (obs=10) NOOBS;

RUN; . . .

It is recommended that you do a test print of 10 observations even if you are working with a small data set, otherwise
your output could be very large. 10 observations is generally enough to get a good picture. The contents is also very
important as fields which might appear to be numeric may be character – SAS creates “print” variables for its output –
and formatting give you valuable information for further manipulations. Variables within certain ODS output objects
may not exist depending on the input data set(s). For example, in the case of PROC CONTENTS, you will not get
the variable “informat” in the VARIABLES output object if no variables in the data set have informats.

Test print of VARIABLE ODS Output Object: PROC CONTENTS of VARIABLE ODS Output Object:

Snippet of RTF output produced by an ODS sandwich around PROC CONTENTS statement: Note separate
sections, not easy to parse out desired information.
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MANIPULATING ODS OUTPUT OBJECTS

Reviewing all the output above allows us to pick and choose items and records from various output data sets, and
merge them for reporting. The reasoning behind the test prints and PROC CONTENTS outputs becomes clear as it
is vital to understand how the output objects mesh with one another. To enhance your final output, you can merge a
descriptive data set in with longer variable descriptions and formatting variables that you might not want to carry in an
analytic data set (for example, variables to create shading, italicizing, or bolding.) You can also create macro
variables for printing from some ODS output objects using data steps and CALL SYMPUT. In this case, I used
ATTRIBUTES, VARIABLES, and SORTEDBY output objects to construct two designer data sets for each data set to
be documented. Note that because one of the input data bases is not sorted, we used conditional macro processing
to create SORTEDBY if it does not exist.

/* first, set up a macro to (1) collect header level information for each DS and (2)
collect variable level information for each ds */

%MACRO cont2(runnum,inlib,infi,headfi);

ODS OUTPUT ATTRIBUTES=atr
VARIABLES=var
SORTEDBY=sortedby;

PROC CONTENTS DATA=&inlib..&infi ;
RUN;

PROC SORT DATA=var;
BY num;

RUN;

DATA &infi;
SET var (drop=member pos);
RENAME num=varnum

variable=name
len=length;

RUN;

%IF %SYSFUNC(EXIST(sortedby)) %then %do;

/* if it exists, go ahead and make our day */

DATA sortvar (KEEP=sortedby);
LENGTH sortedby $ 1000;
SET sortedby (WHERE=(label1='Sortedby'));
sortedby=cvalue1;

RUN;

%END;

%ELSE %DO; /* so it doesn't exist, we make it */

DATA sortvar;
LENGTH sortedby $ 1000;
sortedby='Ordered by Nation, then State';

RUN;

%END;

DATA sorted (KEEP=sorted);
SET atr (WHERE=(label1='Data Set Type'));
sorted=cvalue2;

RUN;

DATA memlabel (KEEP=memlabel);
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SET atr (WHERE=(label1='Label'));
memlabel=cvalue1;

RUN;

data nvars (KEEP=nvars);
SET atr (WHERE=(label1='Member Type'));
nvars=INPUT(cvalue2,11.);
FORMAT nvars comma11.;

RUN;

data member (KEEP=memname nobs);
SET atr (WHERE=(label1='Data Set Name'));
memname=cvalue1;
nobs=INPUT(cvalue2,11.);
FORMAT nobs comma11.;

RUN;

/* note lack of merge by variable deliberate */
DATA &headfi;

MERGE member memlabel nvars sorted sortvar;
RUN;

%MEND cont2;

%cont2(1,in,allfaclevel&fileyear.&filedate.,header1);
%cont2(3,ODSx1,qualitymsr&fileyear.&filedate.,header3);
%cont2(2,ODSx1,alldeficiencies&fileyear.&filedate.,header2);
%cont2(4,ODSx1,ownership&fileyear.&filedate.,header4);
%cont2(5,ODSx1,penalties&fileyear.&filedate.,header5);
%cont2(6,ODSx1,averages&fileyear.&filedate.,header6);
%cont2(7,mds,nhqi_website_&QMlastQ._&filedate.,header7);
%cont2(8,mds,nhqi_website_q3_&filedate.,header8);

/* now build the header file */

DATA index;
LENGTH memlabel sortedby $ 120 sorted $ 3;
SET header1-header8;

RUN;

/* continued */

REPORTING ON DESIGNER DATA SETS BUILT FROM ODS OUTPUT OBJECTS

Our header file and individual data set variable listings have been built, and now it is time to create a multi-tab Excel
workbook. The best way to do this and have some control over formatting is to use the ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP
tagset. We can name our tabs and set column widths within SAS for individual worksheets using tagset options:
sheet_name names each tab, and Absolute_Column_Width sets the width for each column. We set and unset the
sheet interval as table to generate a tab for each PROC PRINT.

/* open an Excel workbook created via ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP */

ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP FILE=".\sasds_metadata_v&SASver..xml"
OPTIONS(orientation="Landscape") STYLE=styles.journal ;

ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(Absolute_Column_Width="32,90,10,10,10,60");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_interval="Table");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_interval="None");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_name="Index" );
PROC PRINT DATA=index NOOBS;

VAR memname memlabel nobs nvars sorted sortedby;
FORMAT nobs nvars comma11.;
RUN;
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ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(Absolute_Column_Width="10,32,80,10,10,10");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_interval="Table");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_interval="None");
ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP OPTIONS(sheet_name="AllFacLevel" );
PROC PRINT DATA=allfaclevel&fileyear.&filedate. NOOBS;

VAR varnum name label type length format;
RUN;

. . . [repetitive code omitted – ask author for full code sample if needed] . . .

ODS TAGSETS.EXCELXP CLOSE;
QUIT;

XML TO XLS(X)

If you looked carefully at the code snippet above, you noticed that the TAGSETS.EXCELXP generates XML and not
XLS or XLSX. We use DDE from within our SAS program to “Save As”, as we work in a server environment and
other options for saving as do not work for us. Once this has successfully completed, then we delete the XML
version of the file.

/* make sure Excel is open before running program */

OPTIONS NOXWAIT NOXSYNC;

* This next routine starts the Excel application. *;
FILENAME CMDS DDE 'excel|system';
X "'C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office14\excel.exe'";

DATA _null_;
x=sleep(3);

RUN;

FILENAME cmds dde 'excel|system';
DATA _null_;
FILE cmds;
X=sleep(10);
PUT "[open(""S:\Projects\NH-COMPARE\Data_From_CMS\Monthly
Processing\Files&fileyear.&filedate.\5Output\DataMedicareGov\sasds_metadata_v&SASver..
xml"")]";
PUT '[ERROR("FALSE")]';
PUT "[SAVE.AS(""S:\Projects\NH-COMPARE\Data_From_CMS\Monthly
Processing\Files&fileyear.&filedate.\5Output\DataMedicareGov\sasds_metadata_v&SASver..
xlsx"" ,51)]";
X=sleep(2);
PUT '[close("false")]';
PUT '[quit]';
RUN;

X "del sasds_metadata_v&SASver..xml";
X "exit";
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Screenshot of Index Tab in final workbook:

Screenshot of Defs Tab in final workbook:

CONCLUSION

Using the four basic concepts outlined below you can quickly and easily create your metadata with the click of a
mouse.

1. Identify / locate your ODS output object(s) using ODS TRACE or output data set(s) .
2. Analyze your ODS output object(s) or output data set(s) using basic SAS procedures and review.
3. Manipulate your ODS output object(s) or output data set(s) using SAS data steps and/or procedures.
4. Report on your final data set.

Using ODS output objects and output data sets can be an enormous time saver. Application of this technique is not
limited to metadata: the screenshot below was created by manipulating a number of different ODS output objects
including Chi Squared statistics as well as frequency output from the PROC SURVEYFREQ procedure run on a large
complex data set. No post-processing was required.
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With ODS output objects / output data sets and SAS, the sky is the limit!
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